
Setion 2.3, Problem 4For this problem it is neessary to use the strong maximum priniple whih is mentionedp. 41. This simply says that if u is not onstant, then one an replae 6 in the maximumpriniple by < in the interior. That is, if u is not onstant then its value at any point stritlyinside the retangle is stritly less than its maximum value on the bottom or two sides of thatretangle.a) The maximum of u(x; t) on the sides of any retangle is always zero by the boundaryonditions. A little alulus shows that u(x; 0) is maximized at x0 = 12 , and u(x0; 0) = 1.Sine u is not onstant (initially), by the strit maximum priniple it must be that:u(x; t) < 1 ; 0 < t :Furthermore, one sees that for w = �u the maximum on the sides or bottom of any retangleis zero. Thus: �u(x; t) = w(x; t) < 0 ; 0 < t :But this last line is the same as:0 < u(x; t) ; 0 < t :b) This follows from de�ning w(x; t) = u(1 � x; t). Based on the properties of u, its easy tosee that: �tw = �2xw ;w(0; t) = w(1; t) = 0 ;w(x; 0) = u(x; 0) :Notie that the lat line above follows from the reetion symmetry of the graph of the funtionu(x; 0) = 4x(1� x) about the line x = 12 (its just a onave down parabola with x0 = 12 as itsmax). From the uniqueness theorem for solutions to the heat equation, we see that we musthave for all (x; t) with 0 6 t: u(x; t) � w(x; t) :But this is just the same things as saying that u(x; t) = u(1� x; t).1



2 Setion 2.3, Problem 8This is a diret alulation using the boundary onditions. We ompute that:dEdt (t) = ddt 12 Z `0 u2(x; t) dx ;= Z `0 (utu)(x; t) dx ;= k Z `0 (uxxu)(x; t) dx ;= k(uxu)(x; t)j0̀ � k Z `0 (ux)2(x; t) dx ;= k�� a`u2(`; t)� a0u2(0; t)�� k Z `0 (ux)2(x; t) dx :The ondition 0 < a0; a` now guarantees that this last line is non-positive, beause all of theother terms involve squares and therefore have a sign (i.e. 0 6 (�)2). Thus:dEdt (t) 6 0 :Setion 2.4, Problem 1We plug the given initial funtion �(x) into the general formula for the solution of thedi�usion/heat equation. This gives usu(x; t) = 1p4�kt Z l�l e�(x�y)2=4ktdy:Substituting p = (y�x)=p4kt, this integral an be rewritten as Erf((l�x)=p4kt)�Erf((�l�x)=p4kt). Setion 2.4, Problem 7This is a diret substitution. We have:Z 1�1 S(x; t) dx = Z 1�1 e�x2=4kt dxp4�kt ;= Z 1�1 e�s2 dsp� ;= 1 :The seond to last line follows from the hange of variables: s = xp4kt .



3Setion 2.4, Problem 18Suppose that u obeys the onvetion equation ut � kuxx + V ux = 0. Then de�ne the newfuntion w(x; t) = u(y; t) = u(x+ V t; t). By the hain rule we have that:wt = ut(y; t) + V ux(y; t) :Also, its easy to see that wxx(x; t) = uxx(y; t). Therefore, its easy to ompute that:wt � kwxx = ut(y; t) + V ux(y; t)� kuxx(y; t) = 0 :Furthermore, we have that w(x; 0) = u(x; 0) = �(x). Therefore, by the expliit formula wehave: w(x; t) = 1p4�kt Z 1�1 e�(x�y)2=4kt�(y) dy :But we also have the inverse relation u(x; t) = w(x� V t; t). Thus in fat:u(x; t) = 1p4�kt Z 1�1 e�(x�V t�y)2=4kt�(y) dy ;= 1p4�kt Z 1�1 e�(x�y)2=4kt�(y � V t) dy :


